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hence
n/'(x0)-,s + 0icoii<(fl + i)
for \\s\\ < r. Therefore, for \\s\\ < rj(a + 1), we have
and
hence we can write
%x9 + s) = g(y0 +/'(*o)' * + 0i(*)) = Stoo) + #'0>o)' C/"C*o)
with
which proves the theorem.
(8.2.1) has of course innumerable applications, of which we mention
only the following one:
(8.2.2) Letf, g be two continuous mappings of the open subset AofE into F.
Iff and g are differentiate at x0 ,soaref+g and a/ (a scalar), and we have
"	'	l = a/'(*0).
The mapping f+g is composed of (m, i?)->• w + y, mapping of F x F
into F, and of x~>(f(x),g(x))9 mapping of A into F x F; both are dif-
ferentiable by (8.1.3) and (8.1.5), and the result follows (for f+g) from
(8.2.1). For af the argument is still simpler, using the fact that the mapping
«->ooi of F into itself is differentiate by (8.1.3). Of course, (8.2.2) could
also be proved very simply by direct arguments.
Let E, F be two Banach spaces, A an open subset of E, B an open subset
of F. If A and B are homeomorphic, and there exists a different table homeo-
morphism f of A onto B, it does not follow that, for each ^c0 e A, f'(xQ)
is a linear hoineomorphism of E onto F (consider e.g. the mapping % ->• £3
of R onto itself).
(8.23) Let f be a homeomorphism of an open subset A of a Banach space E
onto an open subset B of a Banach space F, g the inverse homeomorphism.
Suppose f is differentiate at the point xq , andf(xQ) is a linear homeomorphism
of E onto F; then g is differentiate at y0 =/(jcq) and #'(jo) *s the inverse
mapping tof(x0) (cf. (10.2.5)).

